


Turning Images Into 
Insight Into Action
StayinFront Digital, part of the StayinFront Group, 
is a provider of the world-class solutions in the field 
of image and video processing and analysis. The 
company has developed proprietary solutions for 
detecting products on photographs and tracking 
persons on the fly from the camera view. In addition, 
the advanced solutions enable comprehensive 
assessment of images to generate a highly intricate 
user interface for field teams.

With StayinFront Digital, your organization will save 
time, decrease costs and increase data accuracy, while 
increasing its speed and insights with metrics and 
KPIs that provide real-time visibility into the shelf and 
products.

Our image and video intelligence solutions transform 
raw data into real-time actionable insights that enable 
consumer packaged goods (CPG) manufacturers, 
retailers and service organizations to better define, 
target, control and continuously improve their retail 
execution, sales and service strategies.

Our team of specialists, with complimentary 
experience in sales, consulting, engineering, and 
technology, is focused on providing our consumer 
goods and retail consumers with fast, accurate and 
cost-effective information to make better decisions 
and achieve the greatest ROI. 

Headquartered in Fairfield, New Jersey, StayinFront 
Digital has offices in Poland, Australia, Canada, 
Chicago, India, Ireland, New Zealand, Singapore, 
Turkey, and the United Kingdom enabling us to help 
companies all around the globe.

Key Features

Digital Merchandising

Highest levels of accuracy and precision 

Unique SKU detection method

Self-learning algorithms 

Results delivered in near-real time or next business 
day

Photo assist for on-site picture quality verification and 
auto stitching algorithms 

Secure data protection in the cloud

Video Recognition

Easy-to-understand dashboards and KPIs

Birds-eye and full representative view of shopper 
behavior

Calculation of shopper-to-buyer conversion rates

Real-time alerts triggered by shopper analytics

Highly accurate shopper and customer service 
analytics

Variety of measurable metrics (foot traffic, queue 
time, conversion rate etc.)
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Our Technology
StayinFront Digital uses innovative and proprietary 
image recognition technology supported by artificial 
intelligence learning algorithms to recognize products 
or pictures. 

Our unique image recognition capabilities are utilized 
in the processing of video to analyze and understand 
the behavior of individuals in physical retail 
environments. All the data captured is processed using 
complex statistical algorithms to provide exceptional 
and valuable creative metrics.

StayinFront Digital developed Image Recognition 
technology that saves time in-store, improves 
compliance and eliminates the bias, subjectivity, and 
error of the manual audit process while concurrently 
allowing users to increase the types of metrics 
captured during in-store visits. Self-learning algorithms 
identify all types of products, and automatic stitching 
of photos, allows for captured multi-photo expositions 
to be efficiently analyzed. Seamless integration with 
StayinFront TouchCG®, makes it all-in-one solution, 
improving user experience and security of data.

Our solution can provide 4P analysis of consumer 
products, regarding presence, performance, 
placement, and price. By utilizing a StayinFront retail 
execution solution across the globe, users will be 
able to have a strong input into the direction of the 
Image Recognition roadmap for both Stand-alone 
and integrated solutions ensuring consumer goods 
manufacturers stay ahead of their competitors.

Video Recognition Technology

1. Physical zones of interest such as service desks, 
product displays/shelves, entrance/exit and aisles 
are defined.

 
2. Cameras are mounted and configured. Stitching of 

multiple camera views can capture an entire floor 
plan.

 
3. Video is captured and translated into code in real-

time - in compliance with privacy regulations.

4. Algorithms interpret the code in real time.
 
5. High level metrics, alerts, notifications and 

exception reports are generated and provided to 
different levels of the organization.

Real-time Business Analytics
1. Product Masterfile data is captured and algorithms 

are taught to recognize SKUs and products.
 
2. Pictures are taken in the field and supported by 

device-side photo-validation to ensure photo 
quality.

 
3. Pictures are uploaded for processing.

4. Pictures are analyzed to identify SKUs and their 
positioning. Continuous self-learning improves the 
quality and recognition

 
5. High-level metrics, alerts, notifications and 

exception reports are generated and provided to 
different levels of the organization.
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Digital Merchandising
An internally developed, proprietary technology of recognizing objects on photographs. The algorithms developed make it 
possible to detect, categorize and locate products on the photographs and concurrently to identify the accurate location of 
these objects.

Customized reporting framework and flexible back-end architecture enable providing a unique set of results describing the 
performance of a product presence/performance/placement/price.

StayinFront Digital is able to provide raw data—as an input of the clients’ warehouse/BI infrastructure, or can enable 
access to complex calculations adjusted to the needs of companies in the FMCG industry through the reporting web 
portal. High recognition accuracy and short processing time means that it is possible to create solutions which give clients 
a competitive edge.

Solutions
Reduce Out of Stocks
Given global out of stock rates are at 8% (and nearly twice as 
high for promotional items), digital merchandising provides 
timely visibility into out of stocks.

•	 Eliminate	human	error	and	gather	store	data	efficiently,	
consistently	and	accurately

•	 Identify	product	availability	and	facings	with	up	to						
96%+	accuracy

•	 Analyze	performance	and	trends	by	SKU,	Brand														
and	Category

Improve	Shelf	and	Planogram	Compliance
Automate and optimize your store audit and compliance processes. Decrease time spent checking critical compliance 
metrics by up to 50%.

• Re-allocate	rep’s	time	to	more	valuable	sales	activities
• Accurately	assess	the	impact	of	planograms	and	shelf	profile	of	sales
• Direct	your	sales	teams	to	activities	with	the	greatest	uplift	by	understanding	your	products’	exposure	vs	competitors	

by	region,	channel	and	store
• Optimize	Perfect	Store	initiatives	with	a	the	proper	requirements	and	compliance	enforcement
Adding	Power	with	EPoS
Combine digital merchandising and EPoS data for greater insight and visibility.

• Better	understanding	of	a	SKU’s	performance	based	on	its	positioning,	facings	and	average	sales	per	facing	and	
	 shelf	location
Interactive	Shelf
StayinFront Digital’s Interactive	Shelf allows you to take your Digital Merchandising performance to the next level and
increase your field reps’ productivity. Interactive Shelf enables you to:

• Easily	determine	products	that	are	out-of-stock	or	missing
• Order	products	directly	from	tapping	on	an	image
• Quickly	search	for	items	by	typing	the	product	name	to	see	where	the	product	was	on	the	previous	Interactive	Shelf
• Access	previous	visit	or	planogram	data	or	create	new	ones	by	using	included	templates	without	the	need	to	take	

more	photos	20:20 Retail Data Insight	can	be	integrated	into	Interactive		Shelf	to	automatically	generate	alerts,	
identify	items	that		require	attention	and	filter	the	associated	“Size	of	Prize”	for		fixing	these	issues.

StayinFront	Digital	Companion
The StayinFront Digital Companion solution provides consumer goods organizations the world-class digital merchandising 
capabilities of StayinFront Digital to be used along with your SFA system of choice.

• Cost-effective,	fully	functional	image	recognition	and	analysis
• Intuitive,	easy-to-use	user	interface	based	on	the	award-winning	StayinFront	TouchCG	platform
• A	fully	configurable	system	to	meet	the	specific	needs	and	requirements	of	the	organization
• Available	in	30+	languages
• Supported	on	iOS,	Android	and	Windows	systems
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Video Recognition
Our video analysis solution enables the users to follow the recorded movement of people in predefined areas, providing 
the users with unique information and operational metrics on the behavior of their customers.

Combing the information collected from camera video stream and other dedicated sensors, such as data from 
transactional systems and CRM/ERP class systems, among other sources, gives the term “big data” a whole new practical 
meaning, allowing for maximizing benefits for the organization and most all, optimizing the delivery, service and marketing 
activities and increasing sales.

Solutions
Drive	Sales	and	Conversion	Rates
Get an unbiased, birds-eye and fully representative view of how shoppers respond to marketing, pricing, product 
placement, space design and service initiatives on sales.

Traffic	Intelligence
Know the number of people passing, entering, and exiting your location on any given day, by hour.

• Calculate	shopper-to-buyer	conversion	rates
• Align	staff	to	shopper	ratios	based	on	high	traffic	hours

Analyzing	Dwell	Time
Improving engagement by knowing where shoppers are stopping, for how long and if they are interacting with products or 
displays.

• Measure	the	impact	of	marking	and	promotional	efforts
• Optimize	product	assortment,	planogram	effectiveness	and	display	placement

Customer	Path	Analysis
Identify high traffic zones and paths to purchase

• Improve	store	layouts	for	maximum	effectiveness

Company Facts

Headquartered	in	Fairfield,	NJ

Offices	in	Poland,	Australia,	Canada,	
Chicago,	India,	Ireland,	New	Zealand,	
Singapore,	Turkey	and	the	United	
Kingdom	enabling	us	to	help	companies	
all	around	the	globe.

Founded	in	2000

Software	solutions	are	deployed	
on	six	continents	in	more	than	
50	countries	in	over	30+	different	
languages

First	solution	with	an	accuracy	rate	of	
96%+

Global	network	of	technology,	sales	
and	service	partners
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Leadership
StayinFront Digital, part of the StayinFront Group, provides an advanced image and video recognition solution enabling 
consumer goods companies to accelerate their retail execution strategy. With StayinFront Digital, your organization will 
save time, decrease costs and increase data accuracy, while increasing its speed and insights with metrics and KPIs that 
provide real-time visibility into the shelf and products.

Archel Aguilar
Managing Director, StayinFront Group 
Australia Pty Ltd.

Archel is responsible for the Australia 
and New Zealand markets and 

operations throughout the Asia Pacific region. He joined 
the team in 2003 with extensive experience in the 
computer software industry. His skills and experiences 
working with Business Processes, Requirements 
Management and Customer Relationship management 
have helped him work his way through the ranks.

Philip Lau
Managing Director, StayinFront (SEA) 
Pte Ltd.

As the Managing Director for Singapore, 
Philip is responsible for driving the 

growth of StayinFront’s business in Asia. He brings more 
than 23 years of experience in the information technology 
sector and considerable experience working throughout 
markets in the Asia Pacific and a Senior Vice President 
role at Anacle Systems Pte Ltd. Philip has a Graduate 
Diploma in International Business from the Helsinki 
School of Economics.

Wayne Gallaway
Vice President and Managing Director, 
EMEA

Joining the team in 2008 with 
considerable experience delivering 

business success, Wayne is responsible for the 
commercial operating performance and strategy for the 
EMEA region. In his role, Wayne expanded the footprint 
of StayinFront’s mobile SaaS life sciences organizations in 
EMEA and has developed new markets for the company’s 
consumer goods solutions.

Ken Arbadji
Vice President of Sales, North America

As Vice President of Sales for North 
America, Ken is responsible for the 
management of StayinFront’s North 

American sales force. Ken joined StayinFront in 1996 and 
has grown and expanded the company’s customer base, 
helping to make it a global leader in pharmaceutical and 
consumer goods field force solutions.

Anthony Bullen
Executive Senior Vice President and 
Chief Technology Officer

Tony is responsible for the strategic 
direction of StayinFront’s technology 

and product development. He launched multiple 
innovations, including the company’s game-changing 
evolution to SaaS based software and entry into the 
consumer goods vertical. In 1991, Tony founded The 
Great Elk Company, an early pioneer of CRM systems, 
which later became part of StayinFront.

Thomas Buckley
Chief Executive Officer

As CEO, Tom provides the driving 
force behind the company’s vision and 
growth and has built a team of top-

flight managers and strategic alliances with key industry 
partners. With a vision to leverage technology to solve 
business problems, Tom founded StayinFront in 2000 and 
has developed the company into a leading provider of 
SaaS-based mobile field solutions in the consumer goods 
and life sciences industries with successful deployments 
in over 50 countries across six continents.
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StayinFront, Inc.

Corporate Headquarters
107 Little Falls Road

Fairfield, NJ 07004-2105

Phone 973.461.4800 

Toll Free 800.422.4520

stayinfront.com
sales@stayinfront.com

Australia

Phone +61.2.9900.1100

Canada

Phone +1.905.821.9210

Ireland

Phone +353.1.83.57.774

India

Phone +91.79.6671.9000

Maciej Witkowski
Managing Director, StayinFront Digital

Having more than 15 years of hands-
on experience in technology start-up 
investments, portfolio management, 

business development and corporate finance, Maciej has 
an in-depth understanding of the process of business, and 
what it takes to lead the company through the growth 
stage and produce a great return on investment.

In his role, he oversees the advanced image and video 
intelligence solutions that transform data into real-time 
actionable insights.

He studied Equity Investments and Corporate Finance 
Strategies at the University of Economics in Poznan 
and holds a PCA license through the Polish Chamber of 
Statutory Auditors.

Turkey

Phone +90.212.317.4156

New Zealand

Phone +64.9.361.0888

Singapore

Phone +65.6334.9318

Poland 
StayinFront Digital Sp. z o.o.

Phone +48.502.334.957

United States - Chicago

Phone 973.461.4800

United Kingdom
20:20 Retail Data Insight

Phone +44.(0)1494.429.560

United Kingdom

Phone +44.(0)1494.429.560
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Andy Foweather
Commercial Director, 20:20 Retail 
Data Insight

With 32 years’ experience, Andy 
Foweather is a Commercial Director 

for 20:20 Retail Data Insight. Andy is an accomplished 
sales leader with expertise in delivering profitable sales 
growth through developing winning strategies. Andy 
has operated at the Board Director level for over eleven 
years, leading substantive change in the UK and across 
European markets. He has been successful at influencing 
and driving alignment in matrix organization and leading 
cross functional projects.

https://www.2020rdi.com/

